
KLIM Pods

USER MANUAL



English
1. Charging indicators
2. USB charging port
3. Earphone LED indicator
4. Multi-function button
5. Charging contacts

Français
1. Indicateurs de charge
2. Port de charge USB
3. Voyant LED de l’écouteur
4. Bouton multifonction
5. Contacts de charge

Deutsch
1. Ladestandsanzeigen
2. USB-Ladeanschluss
3. LED-Anzeige des Kopfhörers
4. Mehrzwecktaste
5. Ladekontakte

Italiano
1. Spie di ricarica
2. Porta di ricarica USB
3. Spia LED dell’auricolare
4. Pulsante multifunzione
5. Contatti di ricarica

Español
1. Indicadores de carga
2. Puerto de carga USB
3. Indicador LED del auricular
4. Botón multifunción
5. Contactos de carga



Warning: this product contains lithium batteries. Do not 
expose it to strong sunlight or fire to avoid risk of damage, 
fire or explosion.

Operation and controls

Play / Pause Press the button on either earphone 
once

Skip track Press the button on the right earbud 
2 times in quick succession

Previous track Press the button on the right earbud 
3 times in quick succession

Volume down Press the button on the left earbud 3 
times in quick succession

Volume up Press the button on the left earbud 2 
times in quick succession

Answer / Finish 
Phone Call

Press the button on the right earbud 
once to answer or finish a call

Reject incoming 
call

Hold the button on the right earbud 
for 2 seconds. Release when you 
hear a beep to avoid turning off the 
earbuds

Voice Control

Press and hold the button on either 
earbud for 2 seconds to activate your 
device’s voice control (Siri, Google 
Voice). In this state, press once to exit 
voice control.

ENGLISH



First-time use
Before using the product for the first time, take both 
earphones from the case, remove the protective film on the 
contacts and put the earphones back in the case. Plug the 
case to a computer or outlet using the supplied cable and 
fully charge the earphones. This initial charge usually takes 
about 2 hours.
The case can charge the earphones 4-5 times before having 
to charge it with the cable again.

Charging case LED indicators
• Off: Not charging / fully charged

• Red: Case charging

• Blue: Earphones charging

• Purple: Case and earphones charging

Pairing instructions
1. Take out both earbuds from the charging case at the 
same time so they connect with each other and start pairing 
automatically (the light flashes in red and blue). If the 
earbuds failed to connect, press and hold the multi-function 
button for 2 seconds. When connected, the light on the left 
earbud turns off while the one on the right earbud is on for 
2 seconds.

2. Turn on Bluetooth on your decvice and select “KLIM Pods” 
from the list of results. Once connected, the lights on both 
earbuds will flash in blue for 2 seconds.

Note: if pairing fails, the blue light will flash slowly and the 
earbuds will shut down automatically after 10 minutes. 
Put the earbuds back into the charging box and they will 
disconnect automatically and start charging. If the paired 
Bluetooth device is disconnected or out of range, a new 
pairing will be performed.



Single Earbud mode
You can use a single earbud and pair it individually. To do 
this, take out only one of the earbuds from the charging case. 
The blue LED will flash. Press and hold the control button for 
4-5 seconds to bring the earbud into pairing mode and pair 
it normally.

Note: volume cannot be adjusted in Single Earbud mode.

To use both earbuds at the same time again, put both 
earbuds back into the charging case at the same time. They 
will turn off automatically. Take both earbuds out from the 
case again to pair them. 

IMPORTANT: if the earbuds are not synced with each other 
(left earbud flashing in purple), follow these steps to connect 
them again:

1. Take the earbuds from the case. Press and hold the two 
control buttons on the earbuds for 6 seconds until both 
earphones turn off, then release them.
2. Press and hold both control buttons again for 10 seconds, 
then put them back in the charging case.

3. Take both earbuds at the same time and they will both 
connect to each other automatically.

FAQ, Troubleshooting & Contact
Q: Only one of the ear buds works
A: Check that one of the earbuds is not in Single Earbud 
mode.

Q: There are two devices called “KLIM Pods” in the Bluetooth 
list on my device
A: Delete both connections, then pair again. If 2 device names 
are still showing up, check that the earbuds are not being 
used in Single Earbud Mode.

Need more help? Our team of specialists will answer within 
24 hours! Please write to support@klimtechnologies.com


